
Detailed morphologial haraterizationof seleted Seyfert galaxiesLyuba S. Slavheva-MihovaInstitute of Astronomy and Rozhen NAO, Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes, BG-1784 So�alslav�astro.bas.bg(Submitted on 21.06.2012; Aepted on 24.07.2012)Abstrat. We present a detailed morphologial haraterization of seven Seyfert galaxies.Based on analysis of various images, residuals, maps and pro�les, we revealed a bar inArk 479, an oval/lens in Mrk 595, inner rings in Ark 120 and Mrk 376, features of possibletidal origin in 3C 382 and NGC7603, and a nulear bar and ring in Mrk 352.Key words: galaxies SeyfertIntrodutionDisk galaxies are dominated by two omponents, bulges and disks. Super-massive blak holes are thought to reside in the entres of most galaxies withbulges (Kormendy & Gebhardt 2001). A great deal of orrelations amongdisk and bulge parameters have been established, e.g., bulge vs. disk salelengths (M�ollenho� 2004, Aguerri et al. 2005), bulge e�etive olour indexvs. disk entral olour index (de Jong 1996b). Some strutural parameters,like bulge e�etive surfae brightness, are found to orrelate with the Hubbletype (de Jong 1996a, M�ollenho� 2004). Furthermore, the bulge-to-disk ratiois the most objetive riterion for the Hubble type lassi�ation of disk galax-ies. Empirial relations uniquely assoiate the mass of the supermassive blakhole with some bulge parameters (Ferrarese & Ford 2005). Generally, the wayto have a preise di�erentiation of the �ux of the individual omponents isphotometri deomposition, whih, on its part, is supposed to onsider allsigni�ant omponents in the galaxy. The omission of omponents, e.g. bars,an result in modifying bulge and disk parameters and furthermore in om-promising the orrelations they are involved in.The model of ative galaxies involves an aretion �ow onto a super-massive blak hole. The importane of fueling mehanisms depends on thearetion rates and spatial sales. Bars, tidal interations, and minor mergersare e�ient large-sale mehanisms for Seyfert galaxies (Jogee 2006). Barsan ause gas in�ow down to about 1 kp (Piner et al. 1995); among the pos-sibilities for further driving the gas within the gravitational in�uene of theentral soure are nested bars (Shlosman et al. 1989) and entral spiral dustlanes (Regan & Mulhaey 1999). Rings may trae the dynamial resonanesrelated to bars. Numerial simulations show that tidal interations and (mi-nor) mergers ould indue tails, shells, bars, various types of asymmetries and�nally ause gas in�ow to the nulear regions (Toomre & Toomre 1972, Hern-quist & Mihos 1995). Finding lear evidene of minor mergers is generallyhard and they have often been assoiated with asymmetries (De Propris etal. 2007). Thus, detailed morphologial haraterization, i.e., dislosure of thefeatures present, is important for studies on the fueling mehanisms of ativenulei and orrelations among strutural parameters, as well as for the preisemorphologial lassi�ation of galaxies.Bulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(2), 2012



Detailed morphologial haraterization 89We present a detailed morphologial haraterization of seven galaxies,seleted from a sample of Seyfert galaxies, observed at the Rozhen NationalAstronomial Observatory (NAO), Bulgaria, with the 2-m Rithey-Chr�etientelesope. The sample seletion, observational details, and data redution aredesribed in Slavheva-Mihova & Mihov (2011a).1 Comments on the individual galaxiesWe srutinized the morphology of the seleted galaxies on the basis of varioustypes of data. We inspeted ontour maps, BV RCIC pro�les of the surfaebrightness, elliptiity, and position angle, as well as olour index pro�les. Tofailitate revealing the individual galaxy features, we further onstruted somesubsidiary images: olour index images, residual images, and struture maps.We used model-subtrated and unsharp masked (unsharp mask-subtratedand unsharp mask-divided) residual images1 (Slavheva-Mihova & Mihov2011a).

Fig. 1. Ark479 V unsharp mask-subtrated residual image. The barand spiral struture an be traed. Fig. 2. Mrk595 V unsharp mask-dividedresidual map. Overplotted are the V modelontours orresponding to the two ellipti-ity peaks. The oval/lens and the spiral armstubs an be traed.Ark 479. The elliptiity pro�le shows a maximum around a=6
′′, aom-panied by a weak surfae brightness bump and an almost onstant positionangle, whih orresponds to a bar. The bar and spiral struture an be traedin the unsharp masked residual image (Fig. 1).Mrk 595. The pro�les and ontour map suggest a bar-like struture, whihis most probably an oval/lens, given its small deprojeted elliptiity (Slavheva-1 In all �gures north is up, east to the left.
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Fig. 3. Ark120 B residual image, ompos-ite of two unsharp mask-subtrated resid-ual images, so that the inner knotty ringand the two faint ars running to the northould be traed. Fig. 4. Mrk 376 RC residual image, om-posite of an unsharp mask-divided/-subtrated one. The bar, the ring around it,and the spiral arms, forming a weak outerpseudo-ring, are learly outlined.Mihova & Mihov 2011b). Weak spiral arm stubs an be seen in the unsharpmasked residual map (Fig. 2).Ark 120. The unsharp masked residual image (Fig. 3) reveals a blue knottyring and a ouple of ars extending to the north on either side of the nuleus,the western one being more pronouned.Mrk 376. The unsharp masked residual image (Fig. 4) reveals a bent bar.It is enirled by a ring with knots of star formation that are outstanding inthe olour images. The two spiral arms get notieably not so bright and forma weak outer pseudo-ring.3C382. Three �laments an be diserned in the model-subtrated residualmap (Fig. 5). The north-eastern and eastern �laments are oriented toward abarred spiral galaxy about 1.′4 to the north-east. The south-western �lamentould also be of tidal origin.NGC7603. NGC7603 and the galaxy about 1
′ to the south-east are anexample of an anomalous redshift assoiation (Arp 1971). NGC7603 is dis-turbed and shows evidene of tidal interation (L�opez-Corredoira & Guti�errez2004). There are a number of loop-like features (Fig. 6), whih appear blue inthe olour images.Mrk 352. There is evidene of a nulear bar around a=2

′′: the elliptiitypro�le shows a peak, aompanied by a plateau on the position angle pro�le;however, there is no obvious surfae brightness bump. Moreover, the unsharpmasked residual reveals a nulear ring (Fig. 7). We proessed arhival HubbleSpae Telesope (HST) F606W data, whih veri�ed our �ndings (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 5. 3C 382 RC model-subtrated resid-ual map. Three �laments are outstanding. Fig. 6. NGC7603 V model-subtratedresidual image. A omplex of loop-like fea-tures and a �lament with two emission-linegalaxies overposed (enirled) are outlined.

Fig. 7. Mrk 352 RC unsharp mask-divided residual image. The nulear ringan be diserned. Fig. 8. Mrk 352 HST F606W 2D model-subtrated residual image. The bar enir-led by a ring an be traed.2 ResultsWe arried out a detailed morphologial haraterization of seven Seyfertgalaxies on the basis of various images, residuals, maps, and pro�les in aase-by-ase approah. As a result we revealed a bar in Ark 479, an oval/lensin Mrk 595, inner rings in Ark 120 and Mrk 376, and features of possible tidalorigin in 3C 382 and NGC7603; the nulear bar and ring of Mrk 352, unveiledon the basis of data from the 2-m telesope of Rozhen NAO, were on�rmed
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